




Keynote Lectures 

Of course, good results will only be obtained when the laser is correctly set up, solidly 
mounted, and not disturbed during operation. 

In The Netherlands, the installation of corrugated pipe with a trencher machine 
with laser grade control and a crew of 3 or 4, rates of about 600 m pipe per hour 
have become normal, resulting in a labour input of 4 to 7 manhours per 1000 m drain. 

In a trencher drainage machine the major part of the engine power is used in excavat- 
ing the trench while the machine moves forward. The machine is a carrier rather than 
a puller. Because of the long and wide tracks, the ground pressure is’low, so that 
the trencher drainage machines - as opposed to the trenchless machines - can still 
generally work under rather adverse conditions on wet and soft land. The technical 
development of trencher drainage machines, together with the invention of the corru- 
gated plastic pipe, has not only increased the productivity in drain laying tremendous- 
ly, but also made pipe drainage a practical possibility in situations where it was pre- 
viously considered unpractical, as e.g. in irrigated lands where large drain depths are 
required and in soils with little cohesion where a trench will not stay open. Pipe drain- 
age is then only feasible when the trench is excavated, the pipe installed, and the filter 
applied in one single operation before the trench caves in after the machine has passed. 

Trencher drainage machines of the steep digging-chain type are nowadays built in 
a range of sizes, from 100 kW (140 hp) engine power - 150 cm trench depth and 12 
tons weight, to 200 kW (270 hp) - 300 cm trench depth - 20 tons weight for lateral 
drain installation, and the very large machine with 300 kW (400 hp) - 350 cm trench 
depth - 60 cm trench width - 40 tons weight for large diameter collector drain installa- 
tion. They are successfully used in the temperate climatic regions of Europe and North 
America, and in irrigation areas in semi-arid countries (Figures 3 and 4). 

. 

Trenchless drainage machines 

A parallel development has been that of the trenchless drainage machine, also called 
drain plough. As the name implies no trench is excavated to lay the pipe, but a blade 
- something like a large ripper tine - is pulled through the ground to break and lift 
up the soil to make room for the pipe which is guided into position through a hollow 
part of the blade or through a pipe guide, trailed behind the blade. This method only 
became practical after the availibility of flexible corrugated drainpipe increased and 
the laser grade control was perfected. Several makes of drain ploughs are used in Eur- 
ope, North-eastern USA and Canada, mostly for the smaller diameter pipes in lateral 
drains. The drain plough is manufactured either as an attachment to a standard heavy 
crawler tractor (e.g. Caterpillar D8 or Komatsu), or as an integral unit. 

The shape of the vertical blade has been much improved. It is generally curved 
forward with a flat front to lift up the soil rather than push it aside, to create the 
space needed for the drain pipe and to reduce the force required to pull the blade 
through the soil. Because of the large amount of pull required for the trenchless system, 
the machines are heavily built and need a relatively dry topsoil for the crawler tracks 
to find enough grip to develop the high traction power needed. 

The main advantage of the trenchless technique lies in its greater working speed 
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